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The Wilma Lind-series is a best selling crime fiction series, now sold more
than 300 000 copies in Norway!Online Love Fraud, is about how hard it is to
find true love and how badly it can end once you've got your heart set on it.
A Wilma Lind-crime novel set in the Norwegian coastal town of Risør. The police
find a burnt-out car with a charred corpse in the passenger seat. Wilma Lind and
her colleague Bjarne Larssen are drawn into the investigation, and soon discover
how the threads are spun between people in this small town. Lillian Lunde has met
Nikos online and fallen head over heels in love. Eventually he asks her for money,
and Lillian is willing to do anything to help him. Online Love Fraud  is smart
mystery crime, perfect as a good summer read.The Wilma Lind-series includes
six volumes.Rohde's crime novels have figured among the top 50 most sold
crime fiction books in Norway in the last ten years.

"Exciting crime novel. The fans of chief investigator Wilma Lind have been waiting a
long time for a sequel in the series about the female police investigator. "Online Love
Fraud" is the best from her hand. (..)Together with Jørn Lier Horst’s and Thomas
Enger’s book Offer, this reviewer will claim that Online Love Fraud is this year's
summer crime."

Sven Gjeruldsen, Tvedestrandsposten

«The end of the book gives us a hint that there will be more. I'm looking forward to
that :)»

Hverdagsnett.no

«Wilma Lind is and remains one of my favorite heroines in Norwegian crime»

Randaberg24
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